
Place positioner under patient.
Be sure to place a barrier, such
as a cover or sheet, between
positioner and patient's skin*.

Positioner can be adjusted
to accommodate most
medical equipment

Positioner will naturally adjust
and contour to support the
patient's body.

Do not use if positioner has
been torn or punctured.

Flo-Lock self-molding technology   contours to redistribute
pressure over a larger area

Pneumapure  filter technology and waterproof exterior
allow positioner to breathe, while blocking pathogen
ingress and egress – making it suitable for multi-patient use

Lightweight, yet durable design

Compatible with all non-powered turning and repositioning
systems

 

 

 

Indications for Use: 
 

For patients requiring special positioning to accommodate individual clinical needs, as
per facility protocols. 

Product Features:

Instructions for Use:

Additional Considerations:

Product Codes: FL100, FL200

DEHP and latex free
Limited 90-day warranty against manufacturer defects

sprytx.com
866.293.8691
support@sprytx.com
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*Photos are for demonstration purposes only and therefore do not show the use of covers or sheets.
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Instructions  for Use
Flo-Lock Positioner



The Spry Flo-Lock positioner should be disinfected by wiping the casing
with a hospital-approved disinfectant. (Suggested max 72% alcohol, max
1000ppm active chlorine.) Iodine and blood stains can be removed with a
hospital-approved stain remover. 

After the disinfection, the positioner should be wiped down using a clean
cloth moistened with clean water. Allow the pillow to dry fully before use.

Bleaching, scrubbing, machine washing, tumble drying, or autoclaving are
not recommended. 

The Pneumapure filter is welded onto the positioner and does not require
changing. The filter should last as long as the rest of the product, as long as
it is properly maintained (not punctured or torn). The filter porosity is at the
micro-level. It allows air to transfer, but fluids/solids/germs will not
penetrate into the interior of the product.

 

Cleaning Instructions:

Cleaning Instructions
Flo-Lock Positioner

If you have a specific protocol that our suggested cleaning doesn’t fall under,
please let us know, and we can determine if it will negatively affect the life of the
product. The product should be cleaned between patients and as needed during
use.

866.293.8691sprytx.comsupport@sprytx.com


